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RJ6 – 2.5 ton pneumatic rolling jack
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Features: Benefits:
Extensions on the platform To suit more vehicles
Distance and height of guide rollers are 
adjustable

Make the rolling jack fit more scissor or four 
post lifts

Foot pump Pneumatically operated, less manual labor

Conforms to CE requirements

The CE Mark on a product or machine 
identifies it as complying with all the of safety 
requirements established by the European 
Union.

Training available
Technicians can be professionally trained 
to use the machine and get the maximum 
benefit from it.

1 year warranty The machine will be repaired if there are any 
factory faults. 

Spares available

Should you have a breakdown you will not 
have to wait for your machine to be repaired. 
If there is anything we don’t have, we fly it in 
directly from the Suppliers. 

Model: RJ6

Product: 2.5 ton pneumatic rolling jack

Description: The rolling jack is an air operated, scissors style rolling jack assembly capable of 
lifting the wheels free of the runways for brake, suspension and tyre service.

The RJ6 rolling jack was designed to be used with a service or scissor alignment lift. Raise 
2 or 4 wheels off the vehicle lift runway to repair and do maintenance jobs like brake and 
suspension work. The scissor-style rolling jack is designed to jack vehicles quickly and easily. 
Exclusive telescoping rollers allows the runways to be adjusted for varying tread widths, so 
there is no need for adapters to work on a range of vehicles. 
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Technical information
Lifting capacity 2500 kg
Min lifting height 165 mm
Max lifting height 515 mm

Adjustable tables

Safety interlock

Adjustable cradle

Compressed air operation 
via pedals

Rubber pads for protection



Colors and designs may differ
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